DocuWare Version 7 - Minor UPDATE

This Minor Update contains all Improvements / Fixes which are available for
DocuWare Version 7 up to: 2020-09-14
Description of fixed bugs, improvements etc.:
Update Date

ID

Topic

DocuWare Version 7 Minor Update 20200914 / Build (dll) version: 7.0.0.8759 / Setup (msi) version: 7.0.8770.0
Client-sided updates: /
2020-09-14

261377

Task List based on a condition "keyword field > any number" throws error "Wrong
Condition.......'

DocuWare Version 7 Minor Update 20200818 / Build (dll) version: 7.0.0.8758 / Setup (msi) version: 7.0.8769.0
Client-sided updates: Connect to Outlook
Combination of mandatory and read only fields in Connect to Outlook results in warning
message

2020-07-21

291511

2020-07-21

294313 ORA-00942 Table "DWVerId" not found during upgrade from 6.12 to 7

2020-07-21

304396 Previous versions are inaccessible after using the document tool to move files between disks

DocuWare Version 7 Minor Update 20200507 / Build (dll) version: 7.0.0.8751 / Setup (msi) version: 7.0.8760.0
Client-sided updates: /
2020-05-07

300568 Windows Explorer Client license is being blocked for 30 minutes

DocuWare Version 7 Minor Update 20200212 / Build (dll) version: 7.0.0.8742 / Setup (msi) version: 7.0.8748.0
Client-sided updates: Smart Connect
2020-02-12

274368 Transfer and Sync jobs become progressively slower

2020-02-12

277520 Smart Search of Smart Connect connects to /Platform/ despite /PlatformRO/ connection

2020-02-12

284499

Deletion policy deletes all sections of documents that are not edited through automatic version
management

DocuWare Version 7 Minor Update 20191011 / Build (dll) version: 7.0.0.8742 / Setup (msi) version: 7.0.8748.0
Client-sided updates: /
2019-10-11

269444 External User Directory configuration connecting via LDAP does not show users

2019-10-11

278591 Workflow Upgrader is changing dates in Workflow History

DocuWare Version 7 Minor Update 20190902 / Build (dll) version: 7.0.0.8739 / Setup (msi) version: 7.0.8745.0
Client-sided updates: /
2019-09-02

270660 New import configurations store with the wrong date

2019-09-02

271268 Spinning wheel after task confirmation in integration link to a task

2019-09-02

277862

When publishing a workflow error "The type initializer for '<Module>' threw an exception" is
displayed.

DocuWare Version 7 Minor Update 20190705 / Build (dll) version: 7.0.0.8714 / Setup (msi) version: 7.0.8720.0
Client-sided updates: /
2019-07-05

246878 Autoindex: Wrong message is shown when trying to assign 0 as fixed entry in numeric field

2019-07-05

262136 Error is shown when you try to confirm a lot of tasks opened in tabs from links

2019-07-05

265197 Timezone for Autoindex workflows is UTC+0:00 always

DocuWare Version 7 Minor Update 20190521 / Build (dll) version: 7.0.0.8676 / Setup (msi) version: 7.0.8679.0
Client-sided updates: Windows Explorer Client
2019-05-21
17.09.2020

258088

No changes are saved in Windows Explorer Client when the message
“File * stored in DocuWare” is not confirmed
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2019-05-21

260158 Documents from Index Value Profile with CURRENTUSERLONGNAME() cannot be clipped

DocuWare Version 7 Minor Update 20190513 / Build (dll) version: 7.0.0.8665 / Setup (msi) version: 7.0.8668.0
Client-sided updates: /
2019-05-13

243608 Search problem with an Index field, if the search values contain a blank.

2019-05-13

261852

2019-05-13

261859 Connect to Mail stops working correctly if encrypted mails are in a batch of mails

2019-05-13

263840 Fulltext Server's installdwtomcat.cmd still refers to tomcat8.exe

Missing field error when you set a field with blank in the name as sort order and execute a
multiple search

DocuWare Version 7 Minor Update 20190411 / Build (file) version: 7.0.0.8638 / Setup version: 7.0.8639.0
Client-sided updates: Windows Explorer Client
2019-04-11

236157 DocuWare Forms: Upgrade from 6.12 to 7 loses line breaks in fixed text fields

2019-04-11

256535 Wrong behavior when turning on 'Out-Of-Office'

2019-04-11

259103 Autoindex: Unnecessary error on deleting duplicate rows from database

2019-04-11

259315 Get Remote Cabinets fails for syncronisation between 7.0 and 7.1

2019-04-11

259322 HRESULT Error when building sent to menu in WEC

DocuWare Version 7 Minor Update 20190308 / Build (file) version: 7.0.0.8608 / Setup version: 7.0.8607.0
Client-sided updates: Desktop
2019-03-08

254276 Replace text feature does not work for fields other than text, memo and keyword in Desktop

2019-03-08

256234 Copy text to clipboard is not able to use clipboard under certain circumstances

2019-03-08

257076 Indexes of documents are not visible in the column in Windows Explorer Client

DocuWare Version 7 Minor Update 20190227 / Build (file) version: 7.0.0.8598 / Setup version: 7.0.8597.0
Client-sided updates: Windows Explorer Client
2019-02-27

253005 Dates pulled from a file cabinet lookup are incorrect when in timezone behind UTC

2019-02-27

253606 Sorting in folder structure doesn’t work for more than 100 documents (Follow-up from 242802)

2019-02-27

255440 Dropping email attachments in case of errors

DocuWare Version 7 Minor Update 20190201 / Build (file) version: 7.0.0.8572 / Setup version: 7.0.8573.0
Client-sided updates: Desktop
2019-02-01

246661 OCR recognition reads out a wrong sign for the swiss thousand separator

2019-02-01

249359 Docs stored in encrypted file cabinets with Connect to Mail are retrieved with CRP file format

2019-02-01

250238 If a field is deleted it is not removed from any folder structures

2019-02-01

250716 Autoindex doesn't trigger Workflows

2019-02-01

253041 Autoindex "Change indexing for document" cannot be changed in configuration

DocuWare Version 7 Minor Update 20190118 / Build (file) version: 7.0.0.8559 / Setup version: 7.0.8558.0
Client-sided updates: AdministrationOnline, Desktop, Edit&Send, Import, Scanner, SmartConnect, IndexCleaner,
UserSynchronization
2019-01-14

232807 Date format is changed after storing via DocuWare Import and the day is below 13.

2019-01-14

239047 DocuWare Request not usable in Cloud environment

2019-01-14

242802 Sorting does not work in folder view

2019-01-14

243056 GLCoding does not save empty date values

2019-01-14

243829 Cannot write back to a decimal field in Autoindex

2019-01-14

243832

17.09.2020

Assign a value to a Global Workflow in a Task step leads to a trigger problem of the Workflow,
if DocuWare is used with an Oracle Database.
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Enabling 'Add Wildcard to the Search' option on a Search Dialog prevents FullText from pulling
results

2019-01-14

244081

2019-01-14

244571 White color in image stamps gets removed even if transparency is NOT set

2019-01-14

246374 Date Index field is shown incorrectly in task list when in a timezone behind UTC Time

2019-01-14

246480 Length of trigger conditions of a workflow are restricted by the length of the index field

2019-01-14

246567

2019-01-14

246714 Can't view certain documents past X amount of pages on some docs

2019-01-14

247173 Download as PDF with annotations may fail with "Create PDF task has timed out!"

2019-01-14

248112 Hyperlinks in unsigned PDFs are lost

Document Tool (Restore Tool) only restores Documents from the first storage location (For
example: "SampleEN.000001\000\000\["001-255"])

DocuWare Version 7 Minor Update 20181207 / Build (file) version: 7.0.0.8518 / Setup version: 7.0.8514.0
Client-sided updates: ConnectToOutlook
2018-12-07

228539 Orientation of pdf can create problems when downloading pdf with annotations

2018-12-07

228875 It`s not possible to search by wildcard for a keyword field

2018-12-07

233117

2018-12-07

235124 German "umlauts" are ignored when searching in select lists

2018-12-07

238341

2018-12-07

238856 Forms check box cut off on mobile devices

2018-12-07

238943 Connect to Outlook: Settings-Service Client cannot handle TLS1.2 (still only offers TLS 1.0)

2018-12-07

239898

Duplicate fields and wrong sort orders in result lists. Error: "An item with the same key has
already been added."

2018-12-07

239945

Microsoft Outlook Quick Search not working after the installation of the latest Windows Update
in case Connect to Outlook is installed

2018-12-07

239965 It is not possible to store automatically within the Web Client

2018-12-07

240318

2018-12-07

241625 Incompatibility with Connect to Outlook: View templates function gets disabled

2018-12-07

241672 ORACLE: Can't sort by certain fields in Workflow result list

2018-12-07

243141 User has to be Organization Administrator to create workflows

2018-12-07

243578 Barcodes are not recognized during execution

2018-12-07

243641 User Synchronization will not work properly with users who have bad elements

2018-12-07

243726 Export function does not follow index filter rules in result lists

2018-12-07

243810

2018-12-07

243821 User Syncronization does not create a document tray in DocuWare 7

2018-12-07

244188 OCR textshot incorrect after page 25 on 51+ page documents

2018-12-07

244764 User Management - Creating a User only checks first 8 characters (shortname)

2018-12-07

245642 Only system administrators can open logging destinations

2018-12-07

246378 Strings not recognized by OCR in some cases

Filter by filter configuration has no effect anymore. It is not possible to ignore specific fields
from being included when filtering in a dialog

An error (500 - Internal Server Error) occurs when trying to download a certain PDF document
with certificate

DW Request shows an error message "Server is not responding! Please restart the Job.", but
it works nevertheless.

If you want to search via the Fulltext field an explicit value with quotation marks, you will get
more results than you should get.

DocuWare Version 7 Minor Update 20181107 / Build (file) version: 7.0.0.8480 / Setup version: 7.0.8475.0
Client-sided updates: none
17.09.2020
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2018-11-07

229538 Error when printing 30+ documents

2018-11-07

232154 Workflow Manager operator "Like" does not work anymore in "Assign data"

2018-11-07

237306 Stack Empty error when searching in fulltext field

2018-11-07

241516 Index filtering based on other index fields are being ignored in DocuWare 6.12 and 7

2018-11-07

241578

When a user is deleted who is controller or designer of a workflow it does not start any
instances anymore

2018-11-07

241628 Problem with Oracle and task list of workflows when accessing from Platform

2018-11-07

242094 Database connections create too many connections on the external database

2018-11-07

243003

If a URL is used in worflow to view a document the "Edit" button in viewer can be pressed but
nothing happens

2018-11-07

243195 Java script error when you try to open a select list for keyword field

2018-11-07

243483 Automatic Image Correction is running into a timeout error

2018-11-07

243839 Select lists based on large file connection files load extremely slow

DocuWare Version 7 Minor Update 20181029 / Build (file) version: 7.0.0.8468 / Setup version: 7.0.8463.0
Client-sided updates: none
2018-10-29

241372 Search over multiple file cabinets not working, in some cases error "missing field store date"

DocuWare Version 7 Update 20181024 / Build (file) version: 7.0.0.8463 / Setup version: 7.0.8457.0
Client-sided updates: none
2018-10-24

208816 Changing index entries of all document often fails

2018-10-24

234772

2018-10-24

236101 Wrong field order when exporting a resilt list to csv file

2018-10-24

237410 Document is locked by Workflow and cannot be edited

2018-10-24

237958

2018-10-24

239421 It is not possible to use the Migration Tool without a document filter

2018-10-24

239964 Schedules of organizations in UTC time zone are not created correctly.

2018-10-24

240708 Workflow cannot handle Web Service which accepts a boolean parameter

2018-10-24

241054

Workflow variable WF_CURRENT_USER is not upgraded correctly to DocuWare 7 and
therefore tasks cannot be confirmed

2018-10-24

241616

Error when parsing VBA expression with IF function containing Int32 and Nullable1 values like
IF (someTextfield="", -1, GVinteger)

2018-10-24

241916

Option "User of a group" assigned to a form field of a workflow does not display a sorted
user list

2018-10-24

242199 Workflow system variable used in "where" clause of an external source causes exception

Added in january 2019 for completeness

Workflow date-only variables assigned by a date-only index value return an incorrect date in
any timezone behind UTC

The option "begins with" to detect a Desktop configuration automatically does not work
anymore

DocuWare Version 7 Update 20181008 / Build (file) version: 7.0.0.8441 / Setup version: 7.0.8434.0
Client-sided updates: WorkflowDesigner
2018-10-08

233397 Fulltext does not find any documents, with the enabled option "Add wildcard to the search".

2018-10-08

233709

2018-10-08

234336 User cannot turn off annotation overlay 1-5

2018-10-08

235642 Bitmap stamp is shifted to other position in case the stamp has no frame

2018-10-08

235732 A smart search configuration for a fulltext field brings an error if like statement is used

17.09.2020

Document relations in Web Client based on keyword fields show error when accessing linked
document
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2018-10-08

236212 Last access on & Last access by are not set anymore in DocuWare 7

2018-10-08

237292 Error in dwsys after upgrading MySQL to DocuWare 7

2018-10-08

237480 Downloading more than one document creates multipage pdf containing all documents

2018-10-08

237585

In some rare cases for documents captured by DocuWare Desktop only the first page is
viewable

2018-10-08

237652

Select list of Workflow form fields are not displayed on mobil devices for users without
"Manage select list" right

2018-10-08

237755

Workflow Designer: Change of the password is only possible if you change something in user
name before

2018-10-08

237898 Not able to open monitor view for plugins like Synchronization if Autoindex right is not granted

2018-10-08

237900 Workflow Manager only sends to one recipient even if there are several selected in a task

2018-10-08

237918 LIKE-Operator fails in workflow when index or variable is not filled

2018-10-08

238289 Store dialog date picker turns around day and month

2018-10-08

238455

2018-10-08

239063 Workflow SELECT statement doesn't work anymore with decimal field that contains a comma

2018-10-08

239093 Store Automatically will not store data of numberic fields

2018-10-08

239232 Error while confirming Workflow task: “An item with the same key has already been added”

2018-10-08

240133

Checked-out documents cannont be unclipped anymore. Error "Document is associated with
document in progress and cannot be removed" is displayed

Document Relation: The rule "Text field is equal keyword field" leads to the error "Can not find
field "FIELDNAME" in source"

DocuWare Version 7 Update 20180829 / Build (file) version: 7.0.0.8398 / Setup version: 7.0.8393.0
Client-sided updates: WorkflowDesigner
2018-08-29

206805 Having many Document Trays is causing configuration to load very slow

2018-08-29

222701 EMPTY() and NOTEMPTY() do not work for database entries that are empty strings

2018-08-29

231663 Delete file after ChunkUploadDocument returns error

2018-08-29

232619 Method dialog.GetDocumentsResult() does not work

2018-08-29

234204 The option 'Add wildcard to the search' doesn`t work

2018-08-29

234528 It's not possible to create new organization on Oracle

2018-08-29

234594 Platform API DocumentLock / Delock crashes the complete application

2018-08-29

235036 Cannot create Autoindex job without email notifications license

2018-08-29

235639 Problem when switching between pages of task lists in Oracle

2018-08-29

235655 Stamp sets field value to blank instead of NULL

2018-08-29

235877 “UserVariableDefinition is not allowed” error with expression with user variables

2018-08-29

236170 Simple Workflow Tasks based on older versions of a document are not working after upgrade

2018-08-29

236350 Workflow variable names are cut to 27 characters after upgrade

2018-08-29

236477 Decimal field values are multiplied by 100 after upgrade to DW7

2018-08-29

236478 Numeric field has 2 decimal places added after upgrading to DW7

2018-08-29

236884

Workflow history for upgraded workflows that assign the return value of a webservice to a
global variable is not displayed

DocuWare Version 7 Update 20180809 / Build (file) version: 7.0.0.8375 / Setup version: 7.0.8370.0
Client-sided updates: AdministrationOnline, WorkflowDesigner
2018-08-09
17.09.2020

230619

Import into Document Tray not possible after changing the Document Tray's name due to
version mismatch error
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Connect to Mail should improve fault tolerance in case of IMAP / Exchange server
communication

2018-08-09

232049

2018-08-09

232592 External Select List of Local Data Connector does not work in store dialogs

2018-08-09

232845

2018-07-18

232853 Users needs "modify" rights to store a document

2018-08-09

233789 In case of deleted documents tasks cannot be stopped in simple workflow

2018-08-09

233815 It is not possible to search for the predifinied entry EMPTY() in a hidden dialog field

2018-08-09

234032 User is not able to open a document in the viewer if he has an index value profile assigned

2018-08-09

234057

Desktop Apps are not installed together with local administration, so that users cannot login
with option "Use Desktop user"

2018-08-09

234109

A workflow variable containing "-" in the name is not propperly transfered when upgrading to
DW7

2018-08-09

234652

DocuWare.Platform.ServerClient.FileCabinetExtensions.AddDocumentSections returns "500
Internal Server Error"

2018-08-09

234709

If there is an apostrophe in the name of a file cabinet' - e.g. Kent's Box - there is an exception
when you try to publish a Workflow

It`s not possible to open the Select List of keywords in search/store/info dialog if an index
profile is used

DocuWare Version 7 Update 20180718 / Build (file) version: 7.0.0.8349 / Setup version: 7.0.8345.0
Client-sided updates: WindowsExplorerClient, WorkflowDesigner
2018-07-18

225174 The new SMTP client library of Workflow requires the administrator to change the SMTP port

2018-07-18

228753 Changes in a filter of a transfer job are not saved

2018-07-18

230554

Password of setup field disappears when the first character of the entered password is
"1" or "2"

2018-07-18

230575

If Autonindex options "Based on data source" and "Remove data records" are used both
generate error

2018-07-18

230739 Not possible to create new file connection via FTP in DocuWare 7

2018-07-18

230753 Autoindex option "Remove data records" generates error for job between two file cabinets

2018-07-18

230755 Autoindex option "Remove data records" generates error for job with file connection

2018-07-18

230986 Old Workflows with deleted file cabinets cannot be upgraded to DocuWare 7

2018-07-18

231217 Windows Explorer Client: Canceling of storing generates error

2018-07-18

231391 Change of filter to file event of Autoindex deletes email notifications of any kind

2018-07-18

231531 DocuWare Desktop Apps throw an error when they should store to a select list only field

2018-07-18

231575

2018-07-18

231626 Filter of Autoindex to external database breaks field assignment

2018-07-18

231637 Workflow Engine not working on MSSQL using port different than the default

2018-07-18

231691 Displayed storage is calculated wrong in the product overview of a DocuWare Cloud system

2018-07-18

231807 Autoindex cannot populate decimal field from a file cabinet field

2018-07-18

231867 Fulltext search returns no results when the user has "negative" index value profiles

2018-07-18

231966

2018-07-18

232277 Document Trays are always using default OCR settings.

2018-07-18

232396 If a designer of a workflow unpublishes it, it still has a record in DWFCNotificationRules table

2018-07-18

232540 The option "Print" will start a download and not open print window

17.09.2020

System is locked after a file cabinet XML import which contains index profile without any field
rights

The option "Test SQL" of Autoindex doesn't give any feedback if the SQL statement is not
correct
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2018-07-18

232554

In a Printer/Scanner/Import configuration it es not possible to enter a fixed entry for a Keyword
field if a dynamic entry was selected and saved before

2018-07-18

232883

After upgrade of a file cabinet with more than 15 chararcters for MySql and MsSql table name,
existing instances and history cannot be accessed anymore

2018-07-18

233347

Oracle only: Active instances are not shown in Designer for file cabinets with names longer
than 15 characters

DocuWare Version 7 RELEASE / Build (file) version: 7.0.0.8316 / Setup version: 7.0.8314.0

17.09.2020
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